
Keep on file for minimum of 2 years                                                       J. A. Montgomery 11-16 
 

Exercise Equipment Self-Inspection Safety Checklist 
Suggested minimum frequency twice per year 

Municipality: Inspection Date:                      /           201                      
Name of Inspector: Title: 
Location Surveyed: 

# Needs 
work OK N/A Item 

Write line # & comments on back for each needs work item 
1.     Has a written exercise equipment inspection program been established? 
2.     Must all users submit a signed “user agreement”? 
3.     Has a manufacturer’s rep inspected & serviced the equipment? 
4.     Operating rules, hours and clearance requirements posted? 
5.     Have a maximum number of users been determined? Is it posted? 
6.     Are signs/diagrams posted showing how to use the equipment? 
7.     Are there orientation sessions for all new users? 
8.     Is there a sign in-sign out log maintained to document use? 
9.     Posted process for reporting injuries sustained on the equipment? 
10.     Reporting procedures for damaged equipment posted in the area? 
11.     Phone or call button for reporting emergencies? 
12.     Is a CPR instruction card posted?   AED available? 
13.     Humidity should be under 50% & air temperature between 60 - 68°F  
14.     Is potable drinking water in the area or a sign stating nearest fountain? 
15.     Is the room clean? Does the room smell of heavy use? 
16.     If freestanding fans are provided, are the blades guarded? 
17.     Structural integrity of braces, welds & framework appears adequate? 
18.     All parts smoothly functioning & lubricated regularly? 
19.     All functioning parts easily adjustable? 
20.     Are all cables solid and not frayed 
21.     Inspect hydraulic cylinders for seal leakage & replace if necessary. 
22.     Access to each machine maintained? Minimum 3 feet spacing? 
23.     Check operation of safety stops on treadmills 
24.     Inspect and adjust chain guards on exercise bicycles 
25.     No cracked weight plates? 
26.     Free weight racks accessible? Weights returned after use? 
27.     Protective padding free of rips and tears? 
28.     Is stationary equipment fastened to the floor? 
29.     Non-functioning equipment removed or tagged out? 
30.     Is the space located where users can be observed? 
31.     Is there a trash receptacle nearby? 
32.     Are out of service tags available to place on defective equipment? 
33.     Equipment lubrication schedule developed. 
34.     Are exits from the area marked? 
35.     Are files maintained of inspections? Injuries? 
36.     Are files maintained of purchase & owners documents, parts lists? 

 


